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February 9, 2019 
 
Zoning Hearing Officer, c/o Eric Morales 
City of Phoenix, Planning and Development Department 
200 W. Washington Street, 2nd Floor 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 
 
Re: ZA-637-18-6, 5470 E Calle del Medio, Arcadia Camelback Special Planning District 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
With respect to (ZA-637-18-6) 5470 E Calle del Medio, The Arcadia Camelback Mountain Neighborhood Association would 
like to present its findings as it relates to the five variances being sought for the property. 
 
The original RE-35 lot was split decades ago resulting in two undersized lots of 28,070 square feet, owned by Susan Holmes 
to the north (5464 E Calle del Medio) and the subject property of 26,851 square feet, owned by the Champagnes who are also 
cul-de-sac owners to the northwest (5442 E Calle del Medio).  The occurrence of sub-standard lot size is not uncommon in 
the area, with a northeast neighboring property being undersized to an even greater degree.  What makes this property unlike 
any other is its unique shape, cited in prior variance findings for the property, ZA-146-05-6 by Ted Brookhart, “This lot has 7 
sides, a very unusual shape.  The buildable portion of the lot is narrower than any other lot in the area and restricts the size 
and placement of any structure erected on the lot.” … “The special circumstance created by the irregular shape of the lot 
would apply to any person attempting to build a house on this lot.”  ACMNA concurs with these findings. 
 
ACMNA conducted outreach with the following key stakeholders in which the primary reason for opposition stems from the 
overdevelopment taking place within Arcadia.  Home height, size and setbacks were specifically identified: 
 

• 5464 E Calle del Medio (North of subject property) – Susan Holmes opposes this build.  She has lived here for 
decades and from her kitchen table, she does not want to look at a 30-foot-tall home that sits so close to the road. 

 
• 5442 E Calle del Medio (Current Champagne residence) – Unable to speak with residents but have met with the 

representative, Rod Jarvis.  As owners of the subject property, they obviously support the build. 
 

• 5449 E Calle del Medio (West of subject property) – Anne Heileman is an original owner and opposes the build 
because of its height, the design of a large garage which will extend closer to her property than the previous home 
and the setbacks being requested. 

 
• Sheppard of the Hills Church (South of subject property) – They planned to discuss it at the next monthly meeting 

but at the time of our contact, the church leader did not have an opinion. 
 

• 5456 E Lafayette Boulevard (Southeast of subject property) – The Deans were aware of the build and do not oppose. 
 

• 4160 N 55th Place (East of subject property) – Karl Schultz is aware of the build and opposes it based on 
overdevelopment referencing size, height and setbacks. 

 
Of all the variances being sought for the property, ACMNA appreciates that “lot coverage” is not one of them.  This is such a 
tender spot for our board and this home is planned at a reasonable 20.53% lot coverage, well within the allowable 30% for 
single story and 25% for the planned two-story. 
 
As referenced previously, the subject property has had variances approved back in 2005 in which many of the same items 
pertaining to the size of the lot and the setbacks were addressed and approved with stipulations: 
 
ZA-146-05-6 Approved – 1) Create a lot width less than 150 feet, 150 feet required. 
ZA-146-05-6 Approved – 2) Increase lot coverage to 29 percent, 25 percent required. 
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ZA-146-05-6 Approved – 3) Reduce side yard setback to 5.71 feet, 20 feet required. 
ZA-146-05-6 Approved – 4) Reduce rear setback to 27 feet, 40 feet required. 
ZA-146-05-6 Approved – 5) Reduce front yard setback to 11 feet, 40 feet required. 
 
One of the key stipulations was, “2) For a one-story house not to exceed 24 feet at highest point of roof.”  And noted a 
second time for a, “home limited to one story, no higher than 24 feet in height at the highest point of roof.”  Simply put, 
ACMNA does not oppose the variances being sought based on the findings of ZA-146-05-6 by Ted Brookhart.  However, in 
doing so, ACMNA believes the same stipulations must be upheld to limit the home to one story, no higher than 24 feet in 
height.  You cannot support a current variance request (as the applicant does in their narrative) with the findings from a prior 
zoning approval, only to pick and choose the items you wish to keep. 
 
If ACMNA were to treat this request as a new request, unrelating to any prior ZHO findings/stipulations, ACMNA’s findings 
would be as follows: 
 
1 – OPPOSED - Variance to reduce the required front yard setback (west) to 12 feet.  Minimum 40 feet required. 
2 – OPPOSED - Variance to reduce the required side yard setback (south) to 10 feet.  Minimum 20 feet required. 
3 – Not Opposed - Variance to allow a lot width of 128 feet.  Minimum 150 feet required. 
4 – Not Opposed - Variance to allow a lot depth of 142 feet.  Minimum 175 feet required. 
5 – Not Opposed - Variance to allow a lot area of 26,000 square feet.  Minimum 35,000 square feet required. 
 
As it pertains to the four tests for a variance we offer the following opinions: 
 
Condition 1:  There are special circumstances or conditions applying to the land, building or use which do not apply to 
other similar properties in the same zoning district. 
Condition 1 is MET – This lot has seven sides and is an irregular shape. 
 
Condition 2:  The special circumstances or conditions described above were not created by the applicant or owner.  The 
property hardship cannot be self-imposed. 
Condition 2 is NOT MET – This is now a dirt lot and a blank slate to create anything they wish within the current zoning or 
within the prior ZA approvals and stipulations.  Because of the existing conditions (which have been self-created) and a prior 
variance approval, we feel the applicant has more options for the property than most homes in Arcadia. 
 
Condition 3:  The authorization of a variance is necessary in order for the owner or applicant to enjoy reasonable and 
substantial property rights. 
Condition 3 is NOT MET - Prior to the applicant’s demolition, a large single-story home existed in which the Richardson’s 
raised a family with prior single-story zoning approvals.  The owners before the Richardsons raised a family in the original 
Allied home.  This lot will provide reasonable use to construct a home for raising a family.  There is no cause for a variance 
if the property can be used, even if it is in a manner other than that desired by the owner or applicant. 
 
Condition 4:  The authorization of a variance will not be materially detrimental to persons residing or working in the 
vicinity, to the adjacent property, to the neighborhood or to the public welfare in general. 
Condition 4 is NOT MET - The subject property is not compatible with the single-story homes in opposition to the North, 
West and East who believe this home will create an adverse impact on their surrounding properties.  As outlined previously 
by neighbors Holmes, Heileman and Schultz, the property will be too tall, too large and too close to the road.  ACMNA 
believes that even though large expensive homes can increase surrounding property values, value is not necessarily defined 
by dollars.  Value can be compromised as it relates to changing the character of the area and what the neighbors who live 
next to them must look at. 
 
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to provide our input. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Tristahn Schaub 
VP ACMNA 
Chairman, Preservation Committee 
www.acmna.org 

http://www.acmna.org/

